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This article examines former U.S.S.R. republics’ approaches toward restitution of property seized during the Soviet era as possible precedents for Cuba. It identifies as particularly relevant to Cuba the experiences of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. The article provides a broad overview of Baltic restitution schemes, including various definitions of expropriation, classes of eligible claimants, categories of property covered by legislation, forms of restitution, and general procedures. The article then highlights some of the practical problems that have emerged in implementation of Baltic restitution laws and policies. The article concludes with a discussion of lessons for Cuba offered by the post-Soviet experience with restitution.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the dissolution of the U.S.S.R. in 1991, Cuba stands as the last bastion of a failed empire and ideology.1 During this period Cuba has suffered an economic collapse of crisis proportions.2 Whether by evolution or revolution, it now seems clear that Cuba soon will attempt to make the transition to a free-market economy and reintegration into the world community.

The still outstanding claims of United States and Cuban citizens for property seized during the first decade of the Cuban revolution constitute a major obstacle to this transition.3 With the rapid deterioration of the Cuban economy and rising international concern,

---

1. See Fidel Castro, Speech on the Fortieth Anniversary of the Assault on the Moncada and Carlos de Cespedes Garrisons (Radio Havana, July 27, 1993, translated in BBC Summary of World Broadcasts, Aug. 3, 1993: “Today Cuba is at this terrible crossroads, but our revolution can never be sold or surrendered. . . . Today we must save the homeland, the revolution and the benefits of socialism, which means defending the right to continue building it in the future. We would never resign ourselves to renouncing it.” See Max Azcón, The Rectification Process Revisited: Cuba’s Defense of Traditional Marxism-Leninism, in CUBA IN TRANSITION: CRISIS AND TRANSFORMATION 31 (Sandy Haldyak et al. eds., 1992) (describing “Cuba’s self-appointed role championing revolutionary socialism and traditional Marxism-Leninism”).


resolution of this issue has become a matter of great urgency.5

The Cuban property claims question has attracted considerable attention during the past year alone. It has been the topic of heated debate in the United States Congress, United Nations, Cuban and Western media, scholarly journals, and at several recent conferences. It has also inspired the establishment of a special American Bar Association Task Force on Cuban Technical Assistance.6 In all of these fora, there has been sharp disagreement regarding appropriate treatment of outstanding claims. The views expressed range from the two extremes of providing no remedy for property losses to actually returning expropriated property to its original owners.7 Although various parties have developed concrete proposals for potential Cuban approaches to restitution, no consensus has emerged as to the optimal timing, format or procedures for such a program.8

(1994). The French have been particularly vocal in their opposition to U.S. policy. See Craig R. Whitney, In a Slip at the U.S., Castro Is Given a Warm Welcome in Paris, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 14, 1995, at A5. The embargo originated as an economic sanction against Cuba for its refusal to compensate U.S. corporate and individual owners for expropriated property acquired by international law. Thus, despite subsequent political rhetoric and justifications, the embargo is fundamentally economic in nature. Resolution of outstanding property claims remains the prerequisite for lifting the embargo. See John W. Sengul, Redirecting Focus: Justifying the U.S. Embargo Against Cuba and Resolving the Stalemate, N.C.J. INT'L L. & COMM. REG. 65 (1995).

5. Matias Travieso-Díaz identifies three main reasons for the urgency: (1) U.S. laws require resolution of U.S. citizen expropriation claims before foreign aid can resume; (2) the Cuban government will need to give early resolution to the outstanding expropriation claims to assure domestic order and political and economic stability, expedite privatization, and foster foreign investment; and (3) resolution of the claims issue will diminish the perceived political risks of investing in Cuba. Matias F. Travieso-Díaz, Some Legal and Practical Issues in the Resolution of Cuban Nationals' Expropriation Claims Against Cuba, 16 U. PA. INT'L BUS. L. 217, 221 (1995).


13. See, e.g., Land Code of the RSFSR art. 7 (Apr. 25, 1991), translated in 7 WILLIAM C. BUTLER, COLLECTED LEGISLATION OF RUSSIA 1, 5 (June 1992). See generally Olga Floroff & Susan W. Tieffenbrunn, Land Ownership in the Russian Federation: Laws and Obstacles, 37 ST. LOUIS U. L.J. 233 (1993). Although Russian legislation does not permit restitution of property nationalized by Soviet regimes, it does allow limited return of compensation of property confiscated from "victims of political repressions." Thus, however, such remedies have remained largely symbolic. See generally Carey Goldberg.
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Fortunately, architects of a Cuban restitution program are not without precedent. They can draw on the recent experience of several former socialist countries that have grappled with problems similar to Cuba’s. A substantial literature exists on restitution approaches in Central and Eastern Europe, especially Czechoslovakia, Germany, Hungary, and Poland.9 There are also useful summaries and evaluations of Latin American examples.10 Some scholars and practitioners have begun to consider general lessons of these programs and, to a lesser degree, their potential relevance to Cuba.11 They have neglected, however, the experience of the former republics of the U.S.S.R. as possible precedent for Cuba. This article proposes to remedy this gap in the literature.

Virtually all of the successor states of the U.S.S.R. have expressly declined to make restitution of property expropriated during the Soviet era. For example, Russian land reform statutes have consistently prohibited the “return of land plots to former owners and their heirs.”12 Similarly, the Tajikistan Law on Land Reform


stipulates that "Restoration of ownership of lands formerly belonging to ancestors and religious institutions is not permitted."16

The former Baltic republics (Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania), in marked contrast, have adopted sweeping schemes for restitution and compensation of property seized after their 1940 annexation into the U.S.S.R. There are three official rationales for these programs. First, restitution promotes rapid, efficient transition to a market economy by transferring state and collective property to private owners and, at the same time, "restoring the value of property" in the minds of citizens. Second, it is "morally the right thing to do"16 to remedy past "injustices." Third, restitution reinforces governmental claims to continuity with pre-Soviet regimes17 and thus, serves "as a vehicle for the construction of post-Communist national identity."18

These goals and the restitution approaches they have inspired reflect the distinctive historical, cultural, and legal backgrounds of each of the Baltic states. They also respond to the specific political and economic imperatives of individual leaderships in this region. Nonetheless, because they are among the earliest and most comprehensive post-communist restitution efforts, Baltic precedents may also provide general guidance for a radically different transforming socialist state, Cuba.

This article will examine key features of recent Baltic approaches to property restitution and compensation. Part I will provide a broad summary of various definitions of expropriation, classes of eligible claimants, categories of property covered by legislation, forms of restitution, and general procedures.19 Part II will highlight some of the practical problems that have emerged in implementation of Baltic restitution laws and policies. Finally, Part III will consider potential lessons for Cuba offered by the post-Soviet experience with restitution.

II. BALTIC RESTITUTION SCHEMES

Although all the Baltic states have adopted restitution legislation, the scope and format of these statutes differ significantly. Estonia has the most extensive package of relevant legislation. The basic charter of the Estonian program is the June 13, 1991 Law on the Principles of Property Reform20 (hereinafter Estonian Property Reform Principles), which codifies the fundamental goals, principles, and rules of the restitution process. Subsequently, executive and legislative authorities have supplemented and amended this law largely in response to implementation problems.

Latvia, in contrast, initially approached restitution in a more piecemeal fashion, enacting separate statutes for different categories of property (land, enterprises, housing). On March 31, 1993, however, the Latvian parliament adopted comprehensive legislation covering restoration of former owners' rights to illegally expropriated immovable property. Since that time it has extended its restitution program to encompass additional claimants, including religious organizations.

Lithuania has the most limited restitution program.21 Its legislation deals primarily with real property seized during the Soviet

19. It should be noted that this article is based solely on the limited translated materials available to the author. Due to these linguistic and research restrictions, the article is unable to provide comprehensive coverage of all aspects of current Baltic restitution schemes. Rather, it considers some of the general approaches and their implications for the Cuban case.


era. Lithuanian treatment of claimants, conditions, and procedures for restitution is substantially more restrictive than its Estonian and Latvian counterparts.

A. Definitions of Expropriation

Estonia and Latvia have adopted expansive definitions of expropriation. Both countries recognize three broad categories of “illegal expropriation:” “nationalization,” “collectivization,” and “illegal repressions.” The first category comprehend property nationalized or expropriated during the 1940-1980’s pursuant to laws, decrees, and normative acts that have been formally declared void by post-socialist governments. An example of such property is a commercial structure nationalized in accordance with the October 28, 1940 Latvian Presidium Decree on Nationalization of Large Buildings.

The second category refers to property seized as part of the Soviet-era collectivization process. The most typical case is private agricultural land that was “unlawfully alienated” by central or local authorities and transferred to collective or state management and control.

The third catch-all category includes property expropriated “through illegal repressions or other methods which violated the rights of the owner.” Estonian legislation specifies that “illegal repressions” are “repressive” judicial or extrajudicial actions based on resolutions that were illegal at the time or subsequently declared illegal. It also extends this definition to “threat[s] of repression” by judicial or extrajudicial organs or personnel. Examples of

“repression” are capital punishment, imprisonment, exile, or deportation. Similarly, Latvian legislation explicitly allows restitution where owners voluntarily abandoned their property (or were compelled to accept “exceptionally unfavorable conditions”) as a result of fraud, violence or threats of repression or other “unfavorable consequences.”

Lithuanian legislation appears to recognize only the first two types of expropriation. There is no specific provision regarding “threats of repression.” Rather, as stipulated in the June 1991 Law on Procedures and Conditions for Restoration of Citizens’ Rights to the Ownership of Extant Real Property (hereinafter Lithuanian Restoration Law), restitution is available for real property that was either transferred to state, public or cooperative organizations under laws of the Soviet Union (or the Lithuanian Soviet Socialist Republic) or “nationalized or socialized by other unlawful means.

B. Claimants

Estonia defines the circle of eligible claimants broadly to encompass individuals who were Estonian citizens on June 16, 1940, current citizens, and their heirs. For restitution purposes “heirs” are persons designated to take the property under the former owner’s will, if the will was executed prior to the expropriation of the property or after June 20, 1991. If the will failed to dispose of the expropriated property or if the owner died intestate, then “heirs” are the former owner’s spouse, parents, children (including adoptive parents and adopted children), and brothers and sisters and their descendants. Foreign as well as Estonian nationals are eligible claimants if they meet these criteria.

Estonia also permits restitution applications from local, munici-
pal, and regional governmental entities and from nonprofit community and religious organizations. Foreign states, "legal entities," and citizens (other than former Estonian owners or heirs specified above), however, are barred from the ordinary restitution process. They must present and resolve their claims through "mutual agreement" by Estonia and their respective state.

The other intriguing aspect of the Estonian definition of claimants is the January 1994 decision to entertain applications from owners of land expropriated in territories that were legally assigned to Estonia under the 1920 Tartu Peace Treaty but are now under Russian jurisdiction. The prospects for actual return of such property would seem unrealistic at best. Indeed, in November 1994, Estonia’s Prime Minister himself admitted that his country’s demands for recognition of the Tartu Peace Treaty were “heroic but impractical.” Thus, this declaration would appear to be designed largely to promote Estonian nationalist objectives.

Similarly, Latvian restitution legislation applies to “previous owners or their heirs, regardless of their present citizenship.” Initially, Latvia permitted return of farms only to those who would use the property for agricultural purposes. More recent regulations appear to have dropped this limitation. In the past, Latvia rigidly restricted restitution to physical persons and barred claims from partners and shareholders in expropriated enterprises. In January 1994, however, Latvia extended the class of eligible claimants somewhat to include religious organizations that were legally registered in 1940 and have not discontinued their activity since that time or have been officially “restored [to] the status of legal entities.” Cases involving foreign religious organizations, however, will be decided on an individual basis.

In 1991, the Latvian parliament issued a special resolution that recognizes claims from foreign states, aliens, and juridical persons regarding property illegally seized after the 1940 annexation of Latvia. It specifically mentions return of former embassy and consular facilities to states that established diplomatic relations with the post-communist Latvian regime. The 1991 resolution refers to future, detailed implementing legislation and procedures regarding foreign claims. It is uncertain whether any such legislation has, in fact, been enacted.

Lithuania’s approach to claimants diverges markedly from its Estonian and Latvian counterparts. Lithuania generally restricts restitution to current citizens and permanent residents. Even heirs

36. Id. at 7(1)(5).
37. Id. at 7(1)(4), 9; Estonian Supreme Council Resolution on the Application of the Law on the Principles of Property Restitution art. 3 (June 20, 1991), translated in KAUS, supra note 20, at 73.
38. Estonian Property Reform Principles, supra note 20, art. 9(1). For discussions of Estonian efforts to return property to the Eastern Orthodox Church and to Jewish communities, see Andrew Huddart, Estonian Orthodox Church Appeals to Constantinople, Reuters World Service, Feb. 6, 1995; Jay Bushinsky, E. Europe Bristles at D.C. Demands, CH. SUN-TIMES, Apr. 24, 1995, at 27.
of former owners must provide documentary proof of Lithuanian citizenship and permanent residence. 46 Originally the term "heirs" referred solely to a former owner's living children and parents (including adopted children and adoptive parents), and spouse. Subsequent legislation has expanded this category to include grandchildren and spouses of children. 47 It should be noted, however, that in the case of agricultural property, heirs must meet an additional requirement. They cannot obtain actual restitution unless "they are engaging in farming activity in accordance with the land-use plans of a given territory that have been drawn up according to established procedures." 48

C. Categories of Property

Estonian legislation allows restitution or compensation for a wide variety of types of property illegally seized during the Soviet era. The earliest statutory scheme, the 1989 Land Law, targeted collectivized agricultural land. It permitted former owners the limited rights to use and retain income from small, individual agricultural plots under two-year leases. 49 Subsequent land reform and property legislation has lifted these restrictions and offered numerous restitution and compensation options. 50 Beginning in 1991, Estonia enlarged its definition of illegally expropriated property to comprehend virtually all forms of immovable and movable property. Thus, the Estonian Property Reform Principles define as relevant "objects" "land and other natural objects, buildings, ships, agricultural inventories, factory fittings, stocks and shares, not taking into account the debts associated with them." 51

Latvian legislation contains detailed provisions on restitution of commercial enterprises, residential complexes, and land. 52 Particularly distinctive are the elaborate regulations regarding expropriated buildings. 53 Recent reports, procedures, and draft laws indicate a possible extension of restitution to personal property. 54

Lithuania adopts a narrower interpretation of property. It guarantees "restoration" of former ownership rights solely to "extant real property." 55 Lithuanian legislation expressly includes within the category of real property "land; forests; structures of an economic and commercial nature with accessories; [and] residential buildings with accessories." 56 There are substantial restrictions and conditions regarding alienation and use of such property and sweeping provisions for governmental repurchase "for state needs." 57

D. Forms of Restitution

The three Baltic states offer a wide spectrum of restitution forms. The most prominent of these are natural restitution, substitutional restitution, and compensation.

1. Natural Restitution

Natural restitution refers to return of the actual property...
expropriated during the communist era. Estonian, Latvian, and Lithuanian statutes all permit, even favor in principle, natural restitution of land, enterprises, and residential buildings. They expressly exempt certain types of property from such claims, however. For example, Latvia excludes "land already containing developed farms, orchards, subsidiary (individual) plots, homes, other existing structures of land needed to maintain the productivity of livestock or other assets formerly belonging to state and collective enterprises; for environmental or historical reasons; or for universities, agricultural schools, research institutions, and experimental stations." Estonia has made notable efforts to restrain "unconditional return of objects of social, cultural, and state defense importance," even issuing a government regulation in September 1993 that specifically addresses this problem.

The legislation of all three Baltic states contains numerous size, use, and alienation restrictions, which circumscribe practical implementation of the natural restitution desideratum. The Lithuanian Restoration Law is a prime illustration. It limits claimants to agricultural plots of no more than 50 hectares, to urban parcels of no more 0.3 hectares (0.2 hectares in certain specified cities), and to forested areas of no more than 10 hectares. It requires that former owners use restituted agricultural land solely "for the production of agricultural products" and forbids any sale, mortgage, transfer, or lease for five years. Violation of these conditions results in state confiscation of the land. Similarly, there are significant limitations on ownership, use, and transfer of residential property. These include a prohibition against eviction of existing tenants for a period of ten years.

61. See, e.g., Estonian Land Reform Law, supra note 53 art. 6: "Land is returned, if possible, within its former borders unless this law or the requirements of the land use system stipulate otherwise." This principle of natural restitution has posed problems in practice, however. A dramatic example occurred in March 1995. Twenty-two former owners "shocked" Latvian authorities by physically staking claims to a Riga International Airport runway that had recently been renovated with credits from the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development. Apparently, nearly the entire airport is subject to restitution claims. See Former Owners Claim Territory Occupied by Riga Airport, ITAR-TASS, Mar. 3, 1995, in BBC Summary of World Broadcasts, Mar. 8, 1995.


63. See "Unconditional Return of Property Hailed, ETA News Release, Sept. 16, 1993, in F.B.I.S.-SOV, Sept. 20, 1993, at 86. This regulation responded to a series of decisions by local authorities to return to their former owners buildings that currently were occupied by government agencies. Id.

64. Lithuanian Restoration Law, supra note 30, arts. 4-6.

65. Id. art. 4.

66. Id.
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2. Substitutorial Restitution

Estonian, Latvian, and Lithuanian statutes also offer former owners restitution in the form of replacement property "equivalent" to that which was illegally expropriated during the socialist era. This most commonly occurs in cases where the claimant's property no longer exists in its original form or is formally excluded from the natural restitution process. Substitutorial restitution is available in situations where either total or partial return of the actual property is impossible. It should be noted that replacement property is generally subject to the same legislative restrictions on use, size, and transfer discussed above.

3. Compensation

Baltic restitution schemes guarantee "compensation" to former owners who decline other forms of restitution and/or are ineligible to receive natural restitution. Examples of the latter include cases where the expropriated property is no longer in existence, is currently owned by a bona fide purchaser, or has already been privatized. Estonia has extended compensation as well to expropriated stocks or bonds. Compensation falls into two main categories — "financial restitution"

67. Id. art. 8. See Nadezhda Popova, Association of Prospective Homeless Set Up in Kaurus, MEGAPOLIS CONTINENT, No. 27, at 7, in RUSSIAN PRESS DIGEST, July 13, 1992 (RusData Dialine). Latvian laws provide even more extensive "social guarantees for tenants," including recognition of existing leases, rent control, seven-year prohibition against eviction (unless equivalent housing is located), and noneviction of invalids and pensioners who live alone. Latvian Building Denationalization Law, supra note 23, art. IV.

68. See, e.g., Estonian Land Reform Law, supra note 53, at ch. 2.

69. See, e.g., id. art. 11.

70. See, e.g., id. arts. 6, 7. For detailed coverage of Estonian provisions on substitutional restitution, see Hobé, supra note 20, at 8-9.

71. See, e.g., Lithuanian Restoration Law, supra note 30, art. 4.

72. See, e.g., Estonian Property Reform Principles, supra note 20, art. 12. It should be noted that the definition of "unreturnable" property has caused difficulties and alleged "injustices" in practice. A Lithuanian editorial claimed that bureaucrats have determined eligibility for natural restitution on an arbitrary, discriminatory, and "protectionist" basis. Editorial, A Law for an Illegal Owner [New Law on Land, State Ownership Criticized], RESPUBLIKA, Apr. 1, 1994, at 4, in F.B.I.S.-SOV, Apr. 12, 1994, at 72. This assumes particular importance in light of the Lithuanian land law, enacted March 15, 1994, which declares unreturnable land state property and requires only compensation at market value for such property. Id. See News Bulletin No. 457, ELTA, Mar. 15, 1994, in F.B.I.S.-SOV, Mar. 16, 1994, at 59.

73. Estonian Property Reform Principles, supra note 20, art. 13.
and “voucher restitution.”

According to Baltic statutes, financial restitution consists generally of lump-sum payments approximating the actual value of property at the time of nationalization. Estonian legislation provides the most detailed scheme. It stipulates that such compensation shall not include unreceived profits but shall cover any decline in value of property since its illegal expropriation. In situations where it is impossible to calculate actual value, compensation is effected as directed by the Estonian parliament. In 1993, Estonia created a special “compensation fund” to satisfy claims. It allocates fifty percent of all money received from sales of privatized state-owned property to this fund. Baltic statutes give former owners priority in the privatization process and, in some cases, the typical restitution scheme requires former owners to submit claims by a set deadline to the local government authorities.


75. Estonian Property Reform Principles, supra note 20, art. 13.


77. See Radio Riga Int’l broadcast, supra note 74.


83. Lithuanian Restoration Law, supra note 30, art. 16.
with jurisdiction over the expropriated property. The designated period for presentation of claims varies substantially in length, from less than four months to three years after adoption of the restitution statute. Baltic governments retain the flexibility to extend these deadlines, however. Thus, Lithuania changed its claim date from January 1, 1992 to January 30, 1992 to accommodate applications from deceased owners' grandchildren and children's spouses. Estonia created a special exemption from its January 17, 1992 deadline for "persons who were overseas who were not aware of the confirmation of the right of ownership." Lithuania guarantees judicial resolution of restitution and compensation disputes.

The Latvian scheme for restitution of buildings exhibits a different approach. It assigns review responsibility to commissions formed by municipal or regional deputies' councils and grants final decision-making power to the executive committees of local deputies' councils. It provides claimants the right of appeal to the Council of Ministers' State Property Conversion Department or courts.

The Lithuanian Restoration Law, in contrast, adjusts the review and decision-making process according to the type of property claimed. Thus, a "ministry authorized by the government of the Lithuanian Republic" determines the fate of petitions regarding land and forests, municipal or regional bodies rule on claims for residential and commercial buildings, and the relevant "ministry or service" decides restitution applications for "the return of buildings of an economic and commercial nature, and of buildings belonging to research, medical, cultural, educational or communications institutions." As a general rule, Lithuania guarantees governmental consideration and determination of claims within three months after

marriage certificate. Lithuania adds several further requirements, most notably proof of a claimant's Lithuanian citizenship and permanent residence in Lithuania.

Statutory provisions regarding review of applications diverge markedly. For example, Estonian legislation calls for the State Property Department to create a special commission to examine and rule on claims, devise appropriate procedures, and compile a register of previous owners and expropriated properties. It guarantees judicial resolution of restitution and compensation disputes.

The Latvian scheme for restitution of buildings exhibits a different approach. It assigns review responsibility to commissions formed by municipal or regional deputies' councils and grants final decision-making power to the executive committees of local deputies' councils. It provides claimants the right of appeal to the Council of Ministers' State Property Conversion Department or courts.

The Lithuanian Restoration Law, in contrast, adjusts the review and decision-making process according to the type of property claimed. Thus, a "ministry authorized by the government of the Lithuanian Republic" determines the fate of petitions regarding land and forests, municipal or regional bodies rule on claims for residential and commercial buildings, and the relevant "ministry or service" decides restitution applications for "the return of buildings of an economic and commercial nature, and of buildings belonging to research, medical, cultural, educational or communications institutions." As a general rule, Lithuania guarantees governmental consideration and determination of claims within three months after
submission of petitions and required documentation. The Lithuanian Restoration Law also provides claimants the right to appeal administrative decisions about restitution or compensation in the courts within twenty days. In 1992 and 1993, Estonia and Latvia amended their legislation to introduce an expedited restitution process. Their objective was to reduce the adverse impact of restitution on national privatization programs. As Latvian Privatization Minister Drusis Skulte explained, “We are not rich enough to wait for five or ten years.”

The Estonian Law on Speeding Up Restitution for Illegally Expropriated Property that has Retained its Individuality mandates swift resolution of restitution claims in situations where government authorities have determined that there is sufficient, accurate documentation and no decrease in the value of the expropriated property. The statute provides for publication of all restitution decisions “within one week in the newspaper covering that location” and return of the property two weeks later unless valid, conflicting claims are filed in the interim. After the two-week period, the law formally cuts off all other claims for natural restitution of the expropriated property.

In 1993, Latvia introduced similar publication and notice requirements. Under this new approach, Latvian officials insert announcements of all prospective privatizations in the government newspaper Latvijas Vestnesis. “Legitimate” former owners have a total of two months to file claims. If they fail to do so in a timely manner, the privatization proceeds as scheduled.

---

100. In cases of multiple claims to the same property, however, no such decision is made by the indicated administrative authorities. Any disputes of this sort are resolved in court. Lithuanian Restoration Law, supra note 30, art. 19.

101. Lithuanian Restoration Law, supra note 30, art. 20.


104. Id. paras. 1-2.

105. Id. paras. 4-5.


107. See BNS, supra note 102, at 59.


111. See, e.g., Lietuvos Aidas, supra note 79, at 117 (reporting that 415,000 Lithuanian citizens had filed claims for natural or substitutional restitution and 63,000 citizens had applied for compensation). According to Lithuanian Prime Minister Adolfas Slezevicius and Agriculture Minister Rimantas Karazija, as of April 1994, there were still 200,000 people who “want to get their land back.” News Bulletin No. 472, ELTA, Apr. 6, 1994, in F.B.L.S.-SOV, Apr. 7, 1994, at 73. A significant obstacle to resolution of claims in Estonia is the fact that “previously there existed no functioning land register.” Hoher, supra note 20, at 9. Problems with land registers continue to plague Baltic countries. See, e.g., Georg Watzlawek, Latvia Saga Light at the End of the Tunnel: hopes for Western Companies — Germans Give Up Foraerowner Role in Riga, GENERAL ANZEIGER, May 19, 1995, at 17, in F.B.L.S.-SOV, June 6, 1995, at 103, 104.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF BALTIC RESTITUTION PROGRAMS

On the eve of the Estonian parliament’s adoption of its pivotal restitution statute, the 1991 Property Reform Principles, the Chairman of the Ownership Reform Commission in a radio interview stated: “I would like to emphasize once again that the law on the foundations, which attempts now to regulate ownership relations as much as it is possible, does not as yet provide solutions. Solutions will only appear in the process of its implementation.” All three Baltic states have encountered serious obstacles in their efforts to accomplish “historical justice” through property restitution. A general summary of these implementation difficulties may yield lessons, even solutions, for Cuba.

A. Administrative and Judicial Problems

Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania introduced restitution schemes shortly after their independence from the U.S.S.R. Apparently, none of the Baltic governments attempted in advance to identify, inventory, and appraise expropriated properties, to estimate the number of likely claims, or to devise appropriate strategies and formulae for calculation and payment of compensation. As a result, these states were unable to anticipate the enormous public demand for restitution and the multitude of complex, conflicting claims for the same property. Indeed, the Baltic governments have only contributed to the problem by their subsequent failure to issue clearcut guidelines for
enforcement.\textsuperscript{122}

Baltic administrative and judicial organs have paid a heavy price for this lack of foresight and concrete action. With only a limited number of qualified staff,\textsuperscript{113} these bodies have been flooded with literally hundreds of thousands of restitution cases. The result has been significant delay in confirmation, review, and resolution of claims and in ultimate distribution of property or compensation.\textsuperscript{114} As will be discussed below, this has proven to be a major stumbling block to overall national privatization efforts.

Lithuania provides an excellent illustration of the full dimensions of this administrative catastrophe.\textsuperscript{115} In October 1991, Lithuanian experts predicted that it would be impossible to complete land reform and privatization until 1996-97. They cited as the prime reason for this "rather distant term" the inability of the Lithuanian state archives to handle all the requests from former owners for official confirmation documents. Alfonsas Piliponis, the director of the state archives, reported that his staff received more than 14,000 applications in a single month. Yet, his organization had the capacity to manage only 12,000 requests per year. The Lithuanian government ultimately responded by relaxing the requirements for formal confirmation of ownership rights. Under the new scheme, it now permits the submission of any document (or even testimony of witnesses) that evidences claimants' or their parents' pre-1940 ownership of the expropriated land.

B. Inadequate Natural and Capital Resources

A related challenge has been the practical inability of Baltic states to provide all claimants the statutorily guaranteed remedies of natural, substitutional, and financial restitution. As early as April 1991, Lithuanian officials had already determined that there would need to be an adjustment in land restitution approaches. Based on the large number of claims, they argued that henceforth "while recognizing the rights of former property owners, it is also necessary to have a realistic idea of the current potential for satisfying these rights."

Due to budgetary constraints, Baltic states have been effectively restricted in their capacity to offer extensive financial compensation. All three countries have limited hard currency reserves.\textsuperscript{112} As discussed above, Estonia has attempted to address this situation by creating a special "compensation fund," consisting of fifty percent of all amounts received from privatization sales.\textsuperscript{118}

Real property claims have also posed significant problems. Baltic states have insufficient land to satisfy all demands for natural or substitutional restitution.\textsuperscript{119} Lithuania, for instance, has reported particular difficulties with claims by agricultural workers of Polish descent. Thousands of these individuals have requested land parcels near the city of Kaunas to replace the expropriated property they or their ancestors had owned elsewhere in Lithuania. The result has

\textsuperscript{112} In so doing, Baltic governments have given local authorities wide discretion to handle restitution cases. This has encouraged arbitrary decisionmaking, which has created increased delays and has undermined public confidence in the process. See World Bank: Estonia, supra note 52, at 43, 219; World Bank: Latvia, supra note 43, at 32; World Bank: Lithuania, supra note 50, at 181. One area that has caused particular problems is citizenship deadlines. See, e.g., Ethnic Russians Organize to Claim Property, Baltic Times, Feb. 6, 1992, in F.B.L.S.-SOV, Feb. 7, 1992, at 105. In an October 1995 speech, Estonian Prime Minister Tiit Vahi emphasized the need for "clearly defined rules of the game. The state has to guarantee the partners in economy a solidity and clarity of rules, which would enable them to look further into the future than tomorrow." Vahi, supra note 106, at 75. Another problem has been secrecy in the restitution process. See Edgar Savisaar, cited in Tapani Nikkari, Estonia Continues Balancing Economy, Kaufpalstigt-Opto Magazine Supp., May 4, 1995, in F.B.L.S.-SOV Supp., July 21, 1995, at 103, 106 (noting "lack of information" about "return of assets to former owners").

\textsuperscript{113} See World Bank: Latvia, supra note 43, at 43; World Bank: Estonia, supra note 50, at 226. In Latvia there has been a particular problem with the lack of trained personnel to implement land and ownership reforms. This has prompted calls for more specialized coursework at agricultural and technical universities. See Agnes Jürgens, Land Reform: No Moving Ahead Because People Do Not Want the Land Back, Raiva Haal, Feb. 5, 1994, at 3, in F.B.L.S.-UR, Mar. 21, 1994, at 41.
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been a severe shortage of land in this area. Similarly, it has proven impossible to return all nationalized buildings to their former owners. For example, statistics from Estonia indicate that only 2.3 million square meters of the estimated 4.0 million square meters of expropriated structures still remain in existence.

Voucher privatization has also encountered problems due to scarcity of land. Estonia offers a prime illustration. As part of its restitution program, Estonia has issued so-called “yellow cards” (privatization securities) in cases where people owned land the themselves did not claim actual or substitutional restitution. According to recent reports, however, for many Estonians, such certificates have turned out to be little more than a “packet of waste paper.”

C. Housing Issues

After their 1940 annexation into the U.S.S.R., Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania nationalized virtually all privately owned residences. Over the next five decades, the public rental sector increasingly dominated Baltic housing. In fact, by 1991, of the total housing stock in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania it constituted 56.5%, 61.7%, and 56.4% respectively. During the socialist era, there was relatively little investment in maintenance and renovation of expropriated structures and in construction of new housing. This could be attributed in part to small revenues generated from rent, which remained largely controlled at 1940 rates. These historic factors
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tion in value.136 As a result, when owners have recovered their expropriated structures, they often have found it prohibitively expensive to make the necessary repairs.137

Restitution schemes have also hindered state construction, renovation, and privatization of residential buildings. A prime illustration is Latvian legislation, which requires municipal authorities to reserve land for subsequent restitution cases138 and expressly "prohibits the sale, reconstruction or demolition of such buildings... until the end of the period for filing claims."139

D. Effect on National Economic Development

Post-Soviet Baltic leaderships have defined as their two key economic goals "to privatize as quickly as possible and attract[ ] foreign investment."140 Restitution has directly impeded achievement of both of these objectives.

From its inception, Baltic privatization legislation has expressly excluded property subject to possible restitution claims. Thus, the Lithuanian Law on the Privatization of State Property stipulates, "An object of privatization may not be... the property of citizens of the Lithuanian Republic which was nationalized, confiscated, or taken punitively against their will by the state by other means and which may be returned to its owners or their legal successors in conformity with the laws of the Lithuanian Republic."141
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Because of the Baltic states’ scarce capital reserves, outdated technology, and traditional lack of access to world markets, foreign as well as domestic investment is critical for economic modernization and development. Baltic states offer a number of promising investment sectors, such as tourism, light industry, agribusiness, and sea transport. Nonetheless, thus far, they have failed to attract significant interest from foreign companies. Commentators report that, as in the domestic context, key barriers to investment are unresolved ownership claims and deferred privatization of land and enterprises.

It is not surprising, then, that Baltic leaders have recently retreated from their initial broad guarantees of property restitution. In practice they have discovered that this sweeping rejection of their communist past has endangered their post-communist legitimacy in the eyes of the world community. This would dovetail neatly with current Western rhetoric and policy, which make progress toward “democracy” and a “free market economy” prerequisites for foreign assistance and support.

Restitution would also advance the reconstitution of a Cuban national identity. It would allow Cuba to emerge from the rubble of the world communists “empire” with a clearer sense of nationhood and national purpose. It could promote reconnection with former citizens and ultimately lead to reintegration of emigres into a single community of Cuban nationals.

Restitution could also help Cuba forge ties with the United States. Because of its proximity, wealth, and influence, the United States has the potential to play a major role in securing Cuba’s economic future. Yet, until Cuba makes a meaningful effort to recognize and satisfy outstanding U.S. claims for nationalized property, the United States is likely to continue to impede rather than advance Cuban economic development. At the very least, Cuban support for restitution could signal its willingness to acknowledge and discuss U.S. claims.

The Baltic experience reveals, however, potential serious drawbacks to Cuban adoption of a restitution program. Identification, certification, review, and resolution of restitution applications could create a significant burden on inexperienced, inadequately staffed governmental and judicial organs. Cuba, like the Baltic states, has only limited personnel with the legal and real estate expertise to weigh the advantages and disadvantages of restitution.

On the positive side, restitution would have powerful symbolic value. It would mark the advent of a new post-socialist era. It would formally repudiate Marxist principles and schemes for state and collective ownership and recognize, even exalt, private property rights. It would provide a moral as well as legal condemnation of the past. In so doing, restitution would help a post-socialist Cuban government establish legitimacy in the eyes of the world community.

The former Soviet republics have reached different conclusions. The vast majority has rejected the very notion of restitution. Indeed, only the Baltic states have embraced it as an integral part of their programs for national reconstruction. Thus, as a preliminary matter, Cuba must carefully consider the advantages and disadvantages of restitution.

The preceding study raises a fundamental question for Cuba: Is restitution an appropriate course for a transforming socialist state?
handle complex property issues.  

Furthermore, the preceding study suggests that restitution could act as a major brake on overall Cuban national economic modernization. It could delay the establishment of stable, marketable legal title to assets, a critical requirement for both privatization and domestic and foreign investment. Moreover, it could further drain an already depleted Cuban national treasury. A Baltic-style restitution program would obligate the Cuban state either to turn over state and collective property gratuitously or to pay equivalent compensation. In the Cuban case this would be particularly onerous because of the sheer enormity of U.S. claims for “prompt, adequate and effective” compensation for expropriated property.

Finally, the examples of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania indicate that restitution could have a severe socioeconomic impact on current Cuban citizens. As in these three states, the Cuban government has heavily subsidized the living expenses of its population. It has prevented its citizens from significant acquisition of assets and, until recently, legally prohibited them from accumulating hard currency. Thus, if Cuba should elect to return property to former owners (many of whom are foreign corporations or emigres) and to introduce free market mechanisms, its present population would be at a competitive disadvantage. Similar to the Baltic case, Cuba should expect particularly negative results in the housing sector, including widespread eviction of tenants.

Baltic precedent suggests that if Cuba should ultimately decide to go forward with a restitution program it should take a slow and cautious approach. Cuba must resist the temptation to pronounce a sweeping, moralistic guarantee of restitution. Instead, it should first undertake a comprehensive feasibility study to determine the potential scope, cost, and effects of restitution. Based on this survey and evaluation, Cuba should then devise a set of detailed, easily enforceable rules, definitions, and procedures. Baltic experience reveals that speed and clarity should be the essence of this regulatory scheme. At the same time, Cuba should prepare appropriate social safety net proposals to address the problems to be faced by its current population. Here, the primary aim should be to ensure that “establishing historical juridical justice will [not] beget new injustice.”

Estonian, Latvian, and Lithuanian law and practice present five main issues for Cuban consideration: definitions of expropriation; claimants; property; forms of restitution; and procedures.

A. Expropriation

Cuba should determine in advance the precise reach of its restitution program. Since 1959, Cuba has employed three distinct methods of property takings: (1) expropriation of Cuban and foreign-owned land, industries, and businesses for economic reform purposes; (2) confiscation of property from alleged “collaborators” of the Batista regime, “counterrevolutionaries,” corrupt officials, and other individuals and corporate entities found “liable for offenses against the national economy or public treasury”; and (3) seizure of real and personal property “voluntarily” “abandoned” by Cuban citizens who travelled abroad and failed to return within a specified time period. Baltic precedent indicates that all three methods are
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potential sources of restitution claims.

To address the first category of takings, Cuba could follow Baltic example and offer restitution for property expropriated pursuant to economic reform legislation subsequently declared invalid. If Cuba adopts this model, it should consider several basic questions. Is restitution available solely for property seized under economic reform legislation or all invalid legislation? Does such “legislation” encompass centrally issued statutes only or extend to executive decrees, administrative regulations, and regional and local enactments? More fundamentally, what is the likelihood that a future Cuban government will in fact be willing or able to declare prior property expropriation laws unlawful? Several commentators have argued that the result would be a “system of legal chaos . . . that would make it difficult for the country to govern itself.”

Baltic experience suggests that Cuba could avoid these issues by using a slightly broader definition of expropriation. For example, even the most restrictive Lithuanian scheme includes in addition property “nationalized or socialized by other unlawful means.” This type of definition would shift the focus from legislation to official action and comprehend claims for property expropriated without just cause or adequate compensation.

Under Estonian and Latvian variants, Cuba could also extend its restitution scheme to the second category of property takings, confiscation from a natural or legal person due to alleged misconduct of the owner rather than economic reform purposes. The “illegal repressions” standard would allow Cuba to entertain claims from those who lost property as a result of “illegal” or “repressive” judicial or extrajudicial decisions.

Finally, Cuba could follow Latvian precedent and adopt an expansive definition of expropriation that would embrace all three categories of property takings. Under the Latvian model, it could explicitly offer restitution as well to property “voluntarily” abandoned or transferred under “threats of repression.” This approach would appear to reflect and address actual Cuban practice with respect to “voluntary” abandonment of property. According to first-hand accounts, “[i]n reality, those people wishing to leave Cuba after 1961 were required to turn their assets over to the state before being granted final authorization to depart.”

B. Claimants

This is likely to be a thorny issue for Cuba because of its particular constellation of major claimants—foreign corporations, Cuban emigres, and current citizens. As a preliminary matter, then, Cuba must decide whether to limit eligibility to citizens. Baltic precedent suggests a number of possible approaches. Under the Lithuanian scheme, Cuba could restrict the class of claimants to present citizens and permanent residents. It could relax this somewhat by allowing former nationals to return to Cuba and reassert Cuban citizenship, but, perhaps, require actual, personal use of restituted property. Under the Estonian and Latvian variants, Cuba could establish a broader definition of eligibility to comprise all former owners who were Cuban citizens at the time of expropriation. This could result in a flood of petitions for restitution from the Cuban emigre community.

Cuba could handle the claims of other foreign nationals, governments, and corporate entities as part of its general restitution program, exclude them altogether, or establish separate procedures. In this area, the Estonian model would appear optimal for Cuba. It would allow flexible resolution of such cases on a bilateral state-to-state basis. Since it is highly improbable that Cuba will have the financial wherewithal to satisfy U.S. corporate claims in full, Cuba will need to negotiate some special form of accommodation.

Cuba must also decide in advance whether to entertain claims from legal as well as natural persons. This would have particular importance if Cuba opts to resolve foreign claims in its regular restitution process. In that situation, limitation to natural persons would automatically bar U.S. corporations. Moreover, it would be significant if governmental, religious, and/or nonprofit organizations owned substantial expropriated assets. In this area, Baltic states have tended to prefer a narrow interpretation of eligibility with a gradual expansion to include religious bodies.

Another key issue for Cuba is inheritability of restitution rights. Estonia and Latvia provide valuable lessons. From the start, they have recognized a wide circle of eligible heirs, which encompasses even descendants of the original owner. The result has been myriad restitution applications, including contested claims for identical property, and considerable delay in identification and resolution of claims. Obviously, because Cuban expropriations occurred more
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recently than their Baltic counterparts, there are likely to be fewer problems. Nonetheless, Cuba should seriously consider limiting the class of heirs to promote speedy settlement of restitution cases. In addition, it should set clear guidelines for treatment of multiple claimants.

C. Property

The preceding study indicates that Cuba should also determine the appropriate definition of property for restitution and compensation purposes. Since 1959, the Cuban government has expropriated or confiscated a wide variety of property from foreign and Cuban owners. This ranges from large landholdings nationalized under early agrarian reform laws to personal consumption items seized as "abandoned" property from Cuban emigres. As discussed above, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania offer radically different models for Cuba. At one extreme is Lithuania's restricted definition of property as "real estate" only. At the other extreme is Estonia's comprehensive scheme that includes all moveable and immovable assets.

Regardless of the model it adopts, Cuba should consider in advance how to deal with claims that have proven problematic in the Baltic context. It should resolve how to deal with claims for assets that have been destroyed or significantly modified over time. It should also identify and activate potential sources of financial compensation due to government investments. The expansion of joint venture and foreign investment opportunities pursuant to the new September 1995 foreign investment law is only likely to exacerbate this problem.

Finally, Cuba should also pay close attention to the issue of whether or not to impose size, use, and alienation limitations. Baltic precedent provides a contradictory message. On the one hand, as
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Estonian Prime Minister Tii Vahi observed in a May 1995 interview, the very "success" of the restitution program "is based on the belief that the owners will also start working the land after it has been returned to them." Yet, the practical experience of all three Baltic countries reveals that such restrictions may actually hinder rapid establishment of an efficient, market-oriented economy.

D. Forms of Restitution

Baltic governments initially endorsed programs that made actual restitution the preferred remedy and compensation the exceptional alternative. The results proved to be disastrous in practice. Accordingly, all three leaderships have retreated from their original positions. They have increasingly exempted categories of property from restitution, limited financial compensation, and expanded the use of privatization or investment vouchers, coupons, and certificates.

This experience suggests Cuba should consider reversing the basic principle of early Baltic programs. That is, a Cuban scheme might make compensation the rule and restitution the exception. It might even go so far as to adopt a radical solution proposed for Estonia and "reserve the right with respect to all restitution claims for all types of property to grant compensation rather than restitution of the property being claimed." To facilitate rapid settlement of claims for financial compensation Cuba should set out definite standards and methods for valuation of assets. These should cover such key issues as relevant appraisal date (e.g., date of expropriation), calculation formula (e.g., full value, three-quarters value), treatment of depreciation, and payment of interest. It should also identify and activate potential sources of funds. Some possibilities include privatization sales, taxation, and outside loans.

Cuba's low monetary reserves would appear to make it a prime candidate for the voucher restitution approach that has begun to dominate the Baltic process. This would speed enterprise restruc-
turing and privatization and preserve Cuba's limited assets and resources for investment in national modernization rather than settlement of outstanding restitution and compensation claims. Given Cuba's uncertain economic future, however, former owners are hardly likely to find this a satisfactory remedy.

E. Procedures

Baltic experience reveals the critical importance of establishing procedures for expedited resolution of restitution cases. At a minimum, Cuba should introduce short, nonextendable deadlines for submission of restitution applications. Similarly, as discussed above, it should limit the pool of eligible claimants and choice of remedies. Furthermore, Cuba should give serious consideration to enactment of a short nonclaim statute of the Estonian variety. This would provide publication and notice to potential claimants and then cut off claims received after a set period. If Cuba decides to extend restitution to former nationals, it should probably adjust the Estonian model to require publication and notice calculated to reach the Cuban emigre community.

Finally, Cuba should make every effort to devise a procedural scheme that limits ad hoc decisionmaking by local authorities. If Baltic precedent is any guide, arbitrary actions by local officials could further delay and undermine public confidence in Cuba's restitution and general economic development programs. Indeed, a key discovery of the Baltic states is that progress in restitution (and privatization) is intimately connected with overall reforms of national governmental, legal, and judicial systems. accomplishment of restitution (and privatization) goals requires introduction of fair, unambiguous, and predictable legal norms, rules, and procedures and neutral, reliable, and efficient enforcement mechanisms.

V. CONCLUSION

The early Baltic experience with restitution is a useful precedent for Cuba. Ironically, its greatest value may lie in its failures rather than its successes. As one commentator wrote in July 1991, "[T]he lessons coming out of . . . Lithuania are highly instructive: At the very least, they will help others to be more circumspect." 173

Notes

Education Under Catalonia's Law of Linguistic Normalization: Spanish Constitutionalism and International Human Rights Law

In December 1994, the Spanish Constitutional Court put to rest a long-standing controversy regarding the constitutionality of the regional Catalan government's educational policy of Linguistic Normalization. This policy makes the Catalan language—not Spanish—the primary language of instruction in public schools. The Constitutional Court held that the challenged provisions of the Catalan Law of Linguistic Normalization are constitutional. This decision illustrates the modern trend in Spain towards decentralization and extending important powers to regional governments.

1. INTRODUCTION

On December 23, 1994, the Spanish Constitutional Court entered its judgment on the constitutionality of a controversial law passed more than a decade earlier by the local government of Catalonia. The Law of Linguistic Normalization, as it is called, had created a model of bilingual education in Spain's Northeast region with the Catalan language as its "center of gravity." This measure is widely seen within Catalonia as necessary to correct the historical suppression of Catalan language and culture over a span of several centuries. Some non-Catalan speakers living within Catalonia, however, perceive the imposition of Catalan as the primary language of instruction as merely turning the tables of linguistic oppression. At issue in the debate are important matters of educational and linguistic rights, as well as the
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